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Abstract 

The operating characteristics of a colliding pulse mode-locked ri丑g dye laser using OODCr and 
DQOCI dye as saturable absorbers are ~studied. Measurement results of the depende丑。e of the pulse 
width of the mode-lockGd pulses, the stability range of laser for stationary single-pulse operation 
and the threshold pumpi且g pow8r on the concøntration of the absorber dye arθgiv8n. Stable pulses 
with duration of 0.12 psec and peak power of 1kW can routinely be obtained wi飞h this laser at a 
low pumping power (about 2W). The results or the spec七rum-resolved SHG correlation mea
surements of the mode-locked pulses also are prese且ted ， which con直rmed the presenωof 

frequency chirping in the pulses. It has b己也 found that by using DQOCI dye as the saturable 
absorber the spectrum of the laser output consists of two separate parts located in the yellow and 
red regions respectively, and when the oscillation in yellow is supressed the modelocking stability 
is improved and the output pulses exhibit clean pulse shapes with much reduced wings. 

1. Introduc古ion

Sinoe Fork et a1[1J reported the generation of 的able 90-fseo pulses by means of the 

technique of colliding pu1se 皿ode10cking (OPM) in a cw pu皿ped passively 皿ode-looked

ring dye laserJ the OPM tech丑ique has been widely applied in generating ultrashor也

optical pulses with duration shorter than 100 fsec. It was reported that 55-fsec pulses 

were 0 btained direc也1y in a OPM ring dye laser[2J a且d 30-fsec pulses were produoed 

by using optioal pulse compression techniques in an oscillator-amplifier system[3J. 

Some 0名her experimen tal and theore七ical resul ts on OPM ring dye lasers were also 

reportedL4
-

8J . 

We have experimentally studied the opera也ng oharacteristics of a CPM ring 

rhodamine 6G (Rh-6G) dye laserJ which is pumped with a cw argon ion laser and usos 

DODOI or DQOOI dye as the saturab1e absorber. In 也his pa per we presen也 Some

experimen ta1 resu1 ts on our OPM ring dye laser, i丑cludi丑g the dependenoe of OPM 

pulse wid也h，也he stability range of 也he laser for 的atio丑ary single-pulse opera毛ion and 

the threshold pumping power on DODOI dye concen忧矶ion， as well as 由e l'esul ts of 
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也he spec也rum-resolved SHG correlation (SR-SHG) measureme时 of the optimal OPM 

pulses. We also presen t so皿e interesting results when DQOCI dye was usedω~he 

saturable absorber. 

2. Experimen也al

The schematic diagram of our CPM ring dye laser is shown i丑 Fig. 1. The solution 

of rhodamine 6G (2 x 10-3 M in ethy 1e丑e glyco1) is made to fJ.ow in a 0.3~皿皿-thick je也

CW Ar LASER 

DYE JET 2 
DOOCI 
以拍Cl

DVE JET 1 

Rh-SG 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the CPM ring dye Iaser 

的ream plaoed a也也he common foous of 

也he fo1ding mirrors of ó-om focal 

leng也h and pumped by a cw argon 

ion laser opera ting a也 all lines with a 

power of about 2W. The saturable 

absorber, je也 stream of DODOI or 

DQOOI solution in ethylene glycol~ is 

placed a t the common focus of the 

folding mirrors of 2 .5-om focal 1e丑g

由. For DODOI, values of the je也

也hickness of bo由 100μm 缸ld 40 f.JIm 

were 忧iedJ while for DQOOI, 0丑ly 100μm was used. 

The outpu也 coupling mirror is 97 % refiec也ive in the range of 550"'"'650 卫皿， while 

other IDirrors are nomi丑ally 100 % refiective i卫 the same range. The cavi也y round忧ip

ti皿e is approximately 10 nseo, a丑d the laser is adju的ed suoh 由的也he dista丑ce between 

the amplifier and absorber jets is 0丑。 quarter of 也he round忧ip P时h-Iength 也o equa1ize 

pulse amplitudes and to maximize modelocking 的abili也y[7] • 

Figure 2 shows 也he experimental arrange皿ent. One of the output laser beams is 
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directed to a rapid-scan aUWcorrela也or[9J as a oontinuous moni也or of 也he wid也h and 

pro:file of 血。 output pu1ses to op也imize 仙。 output perfor皿anoos， and the 0也her is led 

to an SnG oorrela也ion system for oarrying out either speotrum-resol ved or oonven

古，ional measurements of SnG autocorrela也ion of OPM pu1ses[lOJ. The harmonic orystal 

used 坦 a O .4-mm一也ick KDP; the focalleng由 of i挝 focusing lens is 10 cm. 

3. Resul古s and discussion 

The opera也ing oharaote目前ics of 也he OPM ring dye laser have been experimentally 

studied by using DODOI or DQOOI dye as a saturable absorber. The threshold pumping 

power of this Iaser configuration 坦 lower 也han 250 m W (without absorber j的) . 

It was observed 也hat the pulse wid也h of 他e OPM pulses beoame shor也 and the 

pmnping power range of the Iaser for 时a也ionary si丑gle-pulse opera也ion became broad 

wi也h i丑creasi卫g DODOI dye conce卫tration for a given je也也hiokness. The resul恼

。b也.ined by using 也wo different jet 也ioknesses (100μ，m and 40μm) are illus也ra切d in 

Fig. 3. Figure 3(的 shows the pulse widths, deduced from 也he measured SHG au也ocor田
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Fig.3 (α) Pulse width T of the CPM pulses as a functíon of DO DCI dye concen
tration, and (b) thr臼hold pumping power P价 and stabi1ity region S of the laser 
for stationary single-pulse operation as functions of DODCI dye concentration (1: 

for 100μ，m jet thickness, 2: for 40μm jet thickness) 

relation widths of the OPM pu1ses under the assumption of a sech2 pulse shape, as a 

function of DODOI dye ooncentra也ion for 也he 也wo jets, respec也ively. Figure 3(b) shows 

the threshold pumping power curves and 也he stability regions which lie between upper 

and lower boundaries deno切d by pairs of dashed lines, as functions of DODOI dye 

conoentration for 也he 也wo jets,respectively. Vertical bars in these regions denote 

measured values of 恼。 possible pumping power ranges for single-pulse opera挝on cor

respo丑ding to given DODOI dye concentrations; within each ra丑ge， the measured 

pulse width changes slightly. The data-point on each bar denotes 也he pumping power 

corresponding to the pulse width shown ìn Fig. 3(α). 
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As show丑 in Fig. 3，七he 也rend of pulse wid七h shortening 也ends to sa也urate when 

DODOI dye concen古ration exceeds a certain value for a given je也 thickness， bu也也he

corresponding possible pumping power range for stationary single-pulse operatio卫 still

becomes broader with i丑creasi丑g DODOI dye concentration. Pulses as shor也 as 0.12 

psec (FWHM) wi也h peak power of 1kW were routinely obta扭ed at a low pumping 

power 1eve1 (abou也 2W) and 也he shor切的 pulses (as short as 0.11 psec) were also 

observed in 也his laser. 

The phenome丑on 也ha巾也he pulse width shortening tends to sa七urate for a given 

DODOI dye je也 thickness can be explained as follows. For a given se也 of dye laser 

parameters 也he co皿bined action of absorber no丑1inearitya丑d 1aser gain sa tura tion can 

genera也e u1trashort pulses. In the 的ab1e opera也ing regime, when a pulse circu1ating 

in 也he cavity passes 也hrough 也11e absorber i旭 leading edge is a bsor bed 皿ore stro丑gly

出an i ts peak and 也railing edge owing to the saturable absorp也ion. While the pulse 

passes 也hrough 也e gain mediu皿 i怕也railing edge receives 1ess amplification than its 

peak, it may even experie丑ces a 丑的 10ss because of gain saturation. Thus 也he nonlinear 

absorber acts to continuously increase the slope of the leading edge of 也he pu1se, on the 

other hand, the 且onlinear amplifica古ion also can sharpen 也e trailing edge of 也e same 

pulse. Such actions lead 也o a rapid compression of 也he pulse, and 也he effect becomes 

more promine时 with absorber having higher concentration. However, as the pu1se 

wid出 becomes comparab1e to the thickness of the absorber je七时rea皿，在he pulse 

compression effect of increasing absorber dye co丑ce丑tra也ion weakens and even 也ends to 

saLurate because the compression of the pulse balances with the temporal broadening 

of the pulse by 也he group velocity dispersion of the reso丑ator (inc1uding 毛he dispersion 

in dye jet 的reams and in 皿irror coati且gs). For the genera tion of pulses shor也er than 

100 fsec, even small amounts of dispersio卫 present a prob1em. For genera也ing shorter 

pulses 出e saturable absorber shou1d be sufficiently 也hin so 由的也he optical pa七h in the 

absorber is of the order of or sho万也er 也han 也he desired pulse wid也h， 乱nd one mu的

develop techniq ues 毛o decrease or compensate for 也he inherent dispersion in dielectrie 

mirror coa ti丑gs and dye solutioD.S. Likewisø, pulse compression ca丑 be improved by 

red ucing the linear 10ss i口 a resonator, adding as much saturable absorber as possible, 
and fl 
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spectralli丑e exhibited 1arge asymmetry with a broad wing on the long-wavelength 

side 0且1y. Figure 4 shows a typical spectrum and SHG autocorrelation profile of the 

OPM pulses under the condition of a DODOI dye conce丑也ratio丑 of 2.8xl0才M and ajet 

thickness of 40μ1m. The time-bandwid也h (in frequency) produc也 deduced from these 

results gives a value of 0.34, which is somewhat larger 也han 尬。也heoretical value of 

o .315 for a transfor皿-limited sech2 pulse. 
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Fig.4 SHG autocorrela挝on trace (的 and spectru皿 (b) of the CP1'l pulses 
at DODCI dye concentration of 1 x 10-4 M and 100 J.Lill jet thiokness 

This spectral asy皿皿etry is supposed to arise 皿ainly from the asymmetry of phase 

in 挝me caused by the self-phase modul时ion. This modulation is produced by passing 

the pulse through dye solutions which show large inte丑si也y dependence of the refrac

tive i丑dex due to bo也h 也be repeated cavity roundtrip a丑d the unexpectedly large 

no丑li丑ear refrac也ive index "'2 of dense dye solutio丑s i丑 spite of their short leng也h. A 

more detailed investigation on 也he spectral characteri时ics of the OPM pulses is presen

ted in Ref. [11J. 

In o.rder to g的 some informa tion 0丑 both the shape and the phase characteristics 

of 也be OPM pulses, we measured the second barmonic (SH) outpu也 by using the 

spectrum-resol ved method口。，剧， where the correlation function G~盯ω8， τ) is measured 

with respec也 to two varia blesω8 (SH frequency) and τ(delay time). The experimental 

arrangemen也 of tbe SR-SHG correlatio丑 measureme卫也 is sbown in Fig. 2. The SHG 

signalobta扭.ed from the co丑ventio丑al 丑oncollinear backgrou卫d-free SHG correla也or is 

rneasured again corresponding to any SH frequency compone时他 by 皿eans of the 

roonochromator. If tbe SR-SHG correlation function G~2) (ωsτ) is determined as a 

fu丑的ion of the variable ω8， we can get the information on both the 町mmetry of pulse 

sha pe and the phase charac也eristics of 也be OPM pulses from 他e fact wbe由er G~2) (ω'8~ 

τ) is symmetric wi在b respect 右。 ωs' For example, if we take tbe elec忧ic field of the 

fundamen tal pnlses as 

E(t) =.A (t) ∞s [ωS十 ~(t月， (1) 
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the SR-SHG correlation function iS given by 也he expression 

G~2)(ωa， 17) = I J二 .A (t)A(t十何.p {i[仰)+φ(t十←ω]}dt\i (2) 

where L1ω(=ωs一 2ω。)坦 a fraction of SH frequency devia也ion， and ωo is 也he cen忧al

仕equency of the fu丑da皿ental pulses. 

From Eq. (剖， if bo也h .A(t) a丑dφ(t) are sy皿me忧ic， i. e. 

A(-t)=A(t) , 
cþ( • t) =cþ(t) , 

(3) 

we have 
G~2) ( - L1ω， τ) =G~2)(L1ωpτ). (4) 

On 也he 。也her hand，世 G~2)(L1ω， τ) 坦 asy皿皿etric with respec也切 AωJ bo也h .A(t) and 

φ(t) or ei也er of 也bem would certainly be asymm的ric. Thus when the SR-SHG 

correlation function measured is further compared wi也h 也eoretical curves for various 

shapes and phase characteristics of the 

pulses, the infor皿a也ion on A(t) and 

非。) call be ob切ined.

Figure 5 shows the SR - SH G 

correlation wid也h Llτas a function. 
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Fig. 5, we can esti皿a怕也hat the OPM 

pulses are chirp due 协也he asymmetry 

of phase in time caused also by 也he
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Fig. 5 Spectrum-r部olved SHG autocorrelation width 
as a function of SH wavelength (rl部olution 0.1 nm) 

effect of self-phase modulation as interpre切d in so皿e previous and recent papersEl0-131. 

We have also s毛udied 也he operating characteristics of our ring dye laser using 

DQOOI dye as a. saturable absorber. The pulse wid也 of the OPM pulses also became 

shor也er with increasing DQoor dye concen恒ation like the case with DODOI, but the 

pumping power ra丑ge for single-pulse opera也ion was very narrow in comparison wîth 

that with DODOI. This result can be e:x:plained by 也he following experimental resul恼

We have found that 也he spectrn血 of the laser outpnt consis切 of two separate parts 

10ωted in yellow and red regions, respectively， ωshown in Fig. 6 (的. The SHG 

a.u切ωrrelation 也races of 也he OPM pulses measured in 山倒e spec也ra.1 par也s revealed that 

in the shor也 waveleng也h region the pulse wid古h became very broad showing incomplete 

modelocki丑g， while in the long waveleng也h region i也 becam.e shor也 showing good 
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modelocking. When the laser oscillated in these 也wo regions simultaneously，也he

modelocking became u丑stable due to competition between 怡。也wo oscilla tions, a卫d the 

SHG autocorrelation profile showed large wings. Whe卫毛he laser was made to operate 

under 世1e co卫di也ion of slightly-above-也breshold a卫d well-adjusted cavity, the outpu也

in也ensity in 也he shor也 wavelength region greatly weakened or eve丑 va卫ished. In such 

case the modelocking stability was improved and 曲。 outpu也 pulsos exhibi古ed clean 

pulse shapes with greatly reduced wings. These results are shown in Fig. 6(b). 
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Fig. 6 SHG autocorrelation tra回S of the CPM pulses(left) and their corresponding 
spectra (right) under the conditions of Rh- 6G dye concentration of 2 x 10-8 M and 
DQOCI dye concentration of 8.5 X 10-1$ M. (α) Oscillation in both yellow and red 

regionsJ and (的 oscillation in red region only. P‘ is pumpìng power 

We think tha也也he oscilla也io丑 behavior in the 古wo spec古ral regions can be a拙ribu.

ted to the forma tio丑 of 且ew ph的0坦omers in 也he absorber dye solu也ion， bl功 detailed

investigation is ye忘也o be carried out. 

No further attempt was made to minimize the pulse wid也h with DQOOI absorber 

under 也he present cavity mirror condi也，ion， because unwished oscil1a古ion in yellow 

region takes place easily a丑d lead.s to u卫stable modelocking. However, i也 can be expec

ted tha t if the oscil1a也ion in yel10w region is fully supressed. by some means, such as 

proper selection of reflec挝ve wavelength range of cavity mirror co川讪gs or application 

of proper additional absorber dye，古he pulse wid世1 of 也he OPM pulses will fur也her be 

shortened and the s.tability region of 也he laser will fur也her be broadened.. 

I丑 summary， we have 皿easured some opera ting characte目的ics of the OPM ri卫g

rhodamine 6G dye laser using DODOI or DQOCI dye aS a saturable absorber. We have 

routi且ely ob恼.ined sta ble pulses aS shor七 as 0.12 psec usi丑g this laser. 1古 has been 
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shown thai when 古he dye conoe且也ration inoreaSes, the CPM ring dye laser operates with 

shorter pulse wid古h， broader stability range and higher ou也pu书 power. The SR-SHG 
correlatio丑 measureme时s of 曲。 CPM pulses oonfirm.ed 由的 frequency chirping has 

occured in 古he OPM pulsesi therefore, the se1f-phase m.odul的io丑 effect mu的 be 古aken

into oonsideration in the design and application of OPM ring dye lasers. 
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对撞脉冲锁模环形染料激光器的运转特性

林礼煌

(中国科学院上海光学精密机械研究所)

后田站三 长沼和则 夫岛达九

(日本东京大学物性研究所〉

提要

研究了用 DODCI 和 DQ∞I 染料作为可饱和吸收体的对撞脉冲锁模环形染料激光器的运转特幢.

提供销模脉冲宽度、激光器以稳定单脉冲工作的稳定性范围和阔值泵浦功率等，对眼收体染料法度依赖关
系的测试结果.表明了用此激光器，在低的泵浦功率(约 2W)下，日常能产生脉宽为 O.12ps、峰值功率为

1kW 的稳定脉冲.结出用光谱分辨的二次谐波自相关浩测量输出脏冲的结果，证实在锁模脉冲中已发生

频率调制。实验中发现用 DQ∞I 染料作为可饱和吸收体时，撒光输出光谱由黄光和红光两个分立部仕棉
成.当黄光的振荡被抑制时，锁模稳定性改善且输出脉冲形状整齐、前后沿包含恨小的能量.

收稿日期 198韭年 6 月 1 日;收到修改稿日期 1984 年 9 月 27 日




